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Badami, Pietrowicz Given Outstanding Senior Awards

The annual awards assembly was held Tuesday, May 24 in the Memorial Auditorium. It is one of the hallmarks of the College's campus and non-campus organizations presented awards to recognize leadership, citizenship, and academic achievement.

Mrs. David W. Hoek, president of the Montclair Rotary Club, presented John Pietrowicz with the Club's Good Scholarship and Leadership Award for his outstanding scholastic achievement during his years in college.

Mrs. David W. Hoek presen ted Geraldine Bata on with a Seal and Pin and a Scholarship Award for her outstanding academic achievement.

For being the outstanding senior woman Geraldine received a $25 check from Mrs. Mary Hall James, chairman of the Class of 1960 Scholarship Committee. This is an international honor society for women.

Organizations Awards

The National Honor Society of the Sandy McKean Award, Sandy McKean Award for being the outstanding senior woman, and the Award for being the outstanding senior student in the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. The recipient of the award was presented by Mr. John C. Russell, president of the Student Education Association.

For the first time in the history of Montclair State College, an assembly was held for a "Karnival King." The winner of this year's contest was Bill Labance.

Bill Labance, elected First Karnival King In MSC History, For the first time in the history of Montclair's Carnival assembly, an election was held for a "Karnival King." The winner of this year's contest was Bill Labance.

The outstanding mathematics student was presented by Peter Piec by Mr. Evan Malecki, Robert. The recipient of the award was the outstanding student in General Chemistry. Ralph Jacques received the award for the outstanding student in General Chemistry.

Ojaama Given Art Scholarship

A scholarship grant of $200 has been awarded to Epp Ojaama, a junior MEC art major, to study art at the University of New Mexico, School of Fine Arts, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Epp is being sent by the American section of the American Women's Committee for the advancement of intellectual freedom in Canada.

Chosen on the basis of a superior student and an award to benefit from an international experience, Epp is the recipient of the Canadian-American Women's Committee for the advancement of intellectual freedom. The recipient of the award was presented by Mr. and Mrs. Hall James, chairman of the Class of 1960 Scholarship Committee. This is an international honor society for women.

Organizations Awards

The National Honor Society presented the Sandy McKean Award, Sandy McKean Award for being the outstanding senior woman, and the Award for being the outstanding senior student in the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. The recipient of the award was presented by Mr. John C. Russell, president of the Student Education Association.
Memories

The editor of a college newspaper, when the last issue of the year goes to press, is faced with the responsibility of adequately expressing the opinions of all the graduating seniors.

What are some of the seniors’ thoughts as they spend their last week as undergraduates at Montclair State College? Perhaps it is the thought that the years four are finally finished. Or maybe it’s the thought of the diploma which will each receive in two weeks. Could it be the thought of all the graduation parties that will be held? At any rate, there are certain memories the seniors will take with them when they leave. They’ll remember their participation in extracurricular activities. They’ve spent many years in the field of education, they’ll discover that their training was one of the best. And they’ll realize that much of their fine education was the result of teaching by excellent professors, yes, even those whose assignments they hated at the time.

They’ll remember their friendships at Montclair, some of which have developed into lifelong situations. And they’ll remember too those people whom they haven’t seen since graduation, but who helped to make life at Montclair more enjoyable and interesting.

They’ll remember all those incidents, successful and unsuccessful, joys and sorrows, happy and sad, hoped for and unexpected, which molded their characters and made them the people they are.

They’ll remember their participation in extracurricular activities and on committees which, after a time, just seemed like meeting after meeting, but which now have formed their backgrounds for successful working, as teachers, with students, social and civic groups.

Yes, though the passage of time may dim memories of the little things, one memory shall not fade. This is the memory that they once were students at Montclair State College, a teacher-training institution.

In Grateful Appreciation

At the time of the last issue of the current school year, the staff of the Montclarion wishes to extend its deep appreciation to all those people, administrators, faculty members, students and others, who helped to get the paper out each week.

We especially thank Mr. Morris McGee, our faculty advisor, and Miss Janie Wilson, our student advisor, for their tremendous help and advice throughout the year.
We Salute Our Senior Staff

As this last issue of the year goes to press, we are somewhat sad as we think of the people and things that leave us with fond memories of the past year.

Marty
Most important in any publication is the staff which prepares it and the non-staff members who are connected with it. Certainly, we shall never forget Marty Vander Wall. True, we should remember him for his sparkling blue eyes and that haircut which is a cross between a crew cut and something done with mother's mixing bowl. But this isn't what we'll really remember Marty for. We'll recall his critical thinking and expert analysis of a given situation. We'll remember, with fondness now instead of anger, that calm grin he would give us instead of answering a question. We'll remember his preference for an intellectual discussion before a newspaper dummy sheet. We'll remember his organization, barely visible at times, conducted in a thoroughly disorganized way.

Betty
Who can forget Betty Einseidler and her famous words? "Marty, if you don't get up into that office in a minute and do some work, Betty, the managing force of the Montclarion, Betty—screaming "Kids, we've got to get organized." At any moment Betty would burst into the office and say, "Hey gang, wait'll you hear this." But, if it hadn't been for Betty organizing us and demanding progress reports from the page editors we would never have gotten the issues out on time. We'll remember Betty screaming that tonight was the night we would get out early, insisting that her mother didn't know what she looked like anymore. And Betty, her fingers clenched against her mouth, saying "Oh-h-h-h-h!" when told of another Montclarion blunder.

Marge
Most people will remember Marge Hanzl as treasurer of the Senior Class, but we'll remember her for her silence. Whenever anything happened in the pub office everyone excitedly talked about it; but not Marge. She would look at the person talking, absorb everything that was said, and then turn silently around and go back to her typing. But we could always expect her to be hysterical when told of the latest antics of one of the senior social studies majors.

Ethel
Can we forget Ethel Sheppell as she swung around from the typewriter and said "Did he really say that? Isn't that funny?" When everyone was convulsed in gales of laughter over a funny situation Ethel would put her lips together, shake her head, and then say, "I'm telling you kids, that's the way the ball bounces." Can we forget Ethel singing and saying, "All right, Larry, I'll stay and type your study."

Larry
Our year's memories wouldn't be complete if we didn't remember the sports staff. Larry Guarino always stomped about the office screaming, "Hey, how come everybody's copy is typed except mine! What am I, a lost child or something?" We'll remember Larry's keen insight on any given issue which he was always ready to reveal, if only someone would ask him. We'll remember that Larry's page was always the last one done. And we'll never forget the big words Larry used in "Smoke Signals." We always said there was no such word and he said there was. Then, we checked the dictionary, and Larry was right!

Joe
Although he was with us for only a short time, we'll remember Joe Della Badia as sports editor. Joe was always the last one to come in, and yet somehow his page was always the first one done. And his did it without the excitement, noise and hysteria that accompanied the rest of us.

Leo
Someone whom we certainly shall never forget is Leo Primiano. Every deadline and galley night he'd beg, scream and cry at us to get out of the pub office by ten o'clock. And every night he was forced to throw us out, even though it hurt him to do it. His pleasantness and calmness are really admirable. Leo always asked kiddingly when his name was going to get into the paper. We always told him soon and it never happened. In fact, as we wrote this story Leo came into the office (Ronnie Nolan was ill and Leo took over for the night) and asked how long we would be. We told him we were finally putting his name in and he laughed as usual, thinking as usual that we were kidding. Well, Leo, we fooled you this time.

These are only the highlights of our memories, so many more could be added, but space and time don't permit. In fact, it would take us so much time to recall everything as it took them to happen.
News From Other Colleges

McEacharen Awarded MMC Honorary Degree

Printed below is the citation which was presented to Dr. Edna E. McEachern by Dr. Frederic H. Young in behalf of the Faculty of Montclair State College, New Jersey.

CITATION

EDNA E. MCEACHERN, Ph.D.

from the unchartered but living, University of Those-Who-Know-Never, is awarded the degree of

M.M.C. — MISTRESS OF MUSICAL CULTURE

She has ever been, and is a rich chow of notes rarely sounded and melodized in a single personality. Spontaneous, yet disciplined; detached, yet devoted; authoritative, yet ever approachable, yet genuine. Such is the image which, as expressed in the precious glory of music, she has released into our lives. The meaning of her life is an ornament the power of voices or melody to capture, a deeper music in our souls.

FREDERICK H. YOUNG, Ph.D., F.I.A.L.

(IN BEHALF OF THE FACULTY OF MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, NEW JERSEY)

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

I am surprised at the lack of critical thinking by the student who suggested that the rise in food prices for dormitory residents was due to the贪腐 of the food managers. This person wrote that some of the food was afraid of being among the dirt and grime in the corner of the room by our society. The idea was to provide students with a "neat and clean" environment.
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The Algerian problem has been the subject of much debate and discussion, particularly in the context of the French government's efforts to address the issue. The Algerian problem is not merely about the political standing of Algeria, but also about the human rights and dignity of the Algerian people. The French government's approach to the issue has been criticized by many, including Algerian leaders who have demanded greater autonomy and self-determination for the region.

The Algerian problem has been a source of tension and conflict between Algeria and France for many years. The French government has been accused of using military force to suppress the demands of the Algerian people, and this has led to a prolonged war and significant human suffering. The Algerian government, on the other hand, has been accused of engaging in human rights violations and authoritarian practices.
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Montclair Coaps NAIA Districts

George Jenkins Breaks School Pole Vault Standard; Rehberg Meets Olympic Qualifying Mark

SMOKE SIGNALS by Wes Rehberg

Athletic injuries are hard to bear with grace and good humor by any athlete who has been injured will attest, especially during a crucial season.

Bob Leonard is the current banana holder in this department. Playing with a broken finger on his right hand, the number one tennis player met his nemesis again, dislocating his right arm on the way to a 4-2 loss against Trenton State.

We are in the last days of the Montclairian for the current semester, as those of you who follow these pages daily will have to pick up the happenings via the grapevine along the way in the two mile; however, Herb Lorenz caught him at the final turn for the gold medal. Mike Aranci captured second place in the 120 high hurdles and Ed Troy was third in the 120 highs and 120 low hurdles.

Pat Mortimer won a silver medal in the shot put and Mal Mutilin placed behind him. Bob Wright also won a silver medal in the pole vault and Fred Chosky netted a third place bronze medal in the javelin throw. Mel Overdees placed fourth in the discus and Ron Cherkin fifth. George Jenkins also placed fifth in the hop, step and jump and Fred Chosky picked up second place bronze medals in this event. Dave Flitzer also placed fifth in the two mile.

The mile relay proved to be the challenge as the Indiana quartet of Bruce Morgan, Bill Hampton, Jim Weigand and Wes Rehberg won handily in 3:23.1. Although not always received their due recognition, there is little doubt for the intrinsic talent will be wearing the scholar's cap during his last season. May I express my gratitude to these men.

There are many who are junior, so those of you who follow the past will have to pick up the happenings via the grapevine. Bob Leonard, named as one of the best runners in the country, has been the head cheer-leader for the track team. The report came from a current member of the track team.

In the fifth with one out and the bases were loaded but Upsala ex- ceeded a double play to end the inning. Muciada Whiffs Ten; Up­ sala Wins 2-0

MSC Blasts Newark, 13-1

Trenton Upsets MSC Netmen

Injury-ridden Bob Leonard chalked up another triumph when the carrot-topped fireballer withdrew from the present season with a serious arm injury in the past ten-mile match with Trenton. The Indiana junior, 24,4, Leonard, playing with a broken pinky on his left hand, was lost in singles play in a close contest and in the doubles play, with Dave Rice not in dish. Playing in a loss to Bob Leonard used a forehand as a springboard to return to the court, a common move; however, the fence was not encircled and Leonard lingered on top of his right arm. Montclair State was forced to accept this match and thus lost the whole match. Montclair State was forced to accept this match and thus lost the whole match.

One cannot possibly cover every possible athletic program on one page and I wish to apologize to all the participants who have not received equal coverage. The Women's Athletic Association has been badly neglected, in particular, and the un­ sung heroines of the school, in a fine program for new co-eds, have not always received their due recognition.
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